The Rise Of Europe
Eventually, you will certainly discover a new experience and feat
by spending more cash. still when? reach you bow to that you
require to acquire those every needs gone having significantly
cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the
beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend
even more with reference to the globe, experience, some places,
subsequently history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own get older to decree reviewing habit.
accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is The Rise Of
Europe below.

A History of Eastern Europe Robert Bideleux 1998
While mainly focusing on the
modern era - the effects of
ethnic nationalism, fascism and
communism - this history also
offers revisionist coverage of
topics such as the Hussite
Revolution, and the rise and
decline of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth.
The Rise of Modern Europe William Leonard Langer 1936
A History of Medieval Europe Ralph Henry Carless Davis
2006
the-rise-of-europe

'Probably the best "buy" among
recent works for one who
comes to medieval history for
the first time.' History (about
the second edition) Consisting
of two parts, this book
successfully conveys the
importance of the distant past
in understanding our modern
world. The first part; The Dark
Ages, examines the impact of
the Barbarian invasions on
Constantine's Christianized
empire, and the gradual
emergence, by the end of the
ninth century, of a new social,
economic and political order.
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There are important chapters
on the on the Church and the
Papacy, the coming of Islam,
and the rise and fall of the
Frankish Empire. The second
part; The High Middle Ages,
takes the reader from the
Saxon Empire through to an
examination of the European
economy in the mid-thirteenth
century. Important topics
covered in this period include
the spread of monasticism, the
reform of the Papacy, the
crusades, and feudal
monarchy. This has been the
best introductory book in
medieval history for fifty years,
and still is.
The Rise of Populism in
Western Europe - Timo
Lochocki 2017-08-16
This book explores the question
of why and under which
conditions right-wing populist
parties receive electoral
support. The author argues
that neither economic
variables, nor national culture
or history are what account for
their successes. Instead, he
illustrates that the electoral
success of populist parties in
Western Europe, such as the
the-rise-of-europe

French Front National or the
Alternative for Germany, is
best understood as the
unintended consequence of
misleading political messaging
on the part of established
political actors. A two-level
theory explains why moderate
politicians have changed their
approaches to political
messaging, potentially
benefiting the nationalist, antielitist and anti-immigration
rhetoric of their populist
contenders. Lastly, the book’s
theoretical assumptions are
empirically validated by case
studies on the immigration
societies of Germany, the
Netherlands and Sweden.
The Rise of Medieval Towns
and States in East Central
Europe - Jiri Machacek
2010-03-02
This book is a contribution to
the understanding the
transformations that took place
across Europe during the
second half of the first
millennium. The goal is to draw
conclusions on the basis of the
archaeological evidence from
important centres.
The Rise of European Cities -
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Jeremiah Edward Dittmar 2009
The Dark Side of European
Integration - Alina Polyakova
2015-08-01
Across Europe, radical rightwing parties are winning
increasing electoral support.
The Dark Side of European
Integration argues that this
rising nationalism and the
mobilization of the radical right
are the consequences of
European economic
integration. The European
economic project has produced
a cultural backlash in the form
of nationalist radical right
ideologies. This assessment
relies on a detailed analysis of
the electoral rise of radical
right parties in Western and
Eastern Europe. Contrary to
popular belief, economic
performance and immigration
rates are not the only factors
that determine the far right's
success. There are other
political and social factors that
explain why in post-socialist
Eastern European countries
such parties had historically
been weaker than their
potential, which they have now
the-rise-of-europe

started to fulfill increasingly.
Using in-depth interviews with
radical right activists in
Ukraine, Alina Polyakova also
explores how radical right
mobilization works on the
ground through social
networks, allowing new
insights into how social
movements and political
parties interact.
The Rise of European
Liberalism - Taylor & Francis
Group 2018-03-15
European History For
Dummies - Seán Lang
2011-03-14
Read about the world’s
smallest continent’s incredible
history: From Greek gods and
mad Roman emperors to kings,
queens, Visigoths, and
Normans You meet Visigoths in
Africa and Normans in Sicily;
an Italian who talked to his
books and another who
conquered a kingdom and gave
it away; Roman emperors who
weren’t Roman; and Holy
Roman Emperors who weren’t
holy (or Roman). This is the
story of Europe's rich history
rolled into one thrilling account
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in plain English. European
History For Dummies takes you
on a fascinating journey
through the disasters,
triumphs, people, power, and
politics that have shaped the
Europe we know today - and
you'll meet some incredible
characters along the way!
From Roman relics to the
Renaissance, World Wars, and
Eurovision, this accessible
guide packs in the facts
alongside fun tidbits and brings
the past alive. You meet the
two Catholic kings of Spain
(one was a woman) and the
Spanish king who never smiled.
You discover a German monk
who split Europe in two
because he was so afraid of
going to hell. And what about
the great European war that
started when two nobles were
thrown out of a window onto a
dungheap? Well, at least they
had a soft landing. If you don’t
remember much of what you
learned about European history
at school, if you didn’t like
those dry school textbooks, if
you think European history
sounds a bit hard, but you’re
interested anyway, this is the
the-rise-of-europe

book for you. Inside you’ll
discover: The varied history of
the world’s smallest continent,
its origins, and its huge impact
on the world How the Romans
shaped the ancient world, what
they learned from the Greeks,
and what they lost to the
barbarian tribes The many
battles of the Middle Ages and
the leaders who waged them
The medieval people’s great
achievements in building and
learning Europeans’ world
explorers, including Columbus
and Vasco da Gama
Unfortunate religious wars and
the persecution of witches
Europe’s world domination in
the 18th and 19th centuries
The world wars of the 20th
century European life today
Get your own copy of European
History For Dummies to learn
all of that and more —
including the ten Europeans
who dominated the continent,
ten unforgettable dates, and
ten European locales you’ll
absolutely want to visit.
Why Europe? The Rise of the
West in World History
1500-1850 - Jack A. Goldstone
2009
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Explores one of the biggest
questions of historical debate:
how among Eurasia's
interconnected centers of
power, it was Europe that
came to dominate much of the
world.
A History of Europe,
1648-1948 - Paul Dukes 1985
China and Europe - Klaus
Kunzmann 2009-09-10
China and Europe address the
challenges for the cities and
regions of Europe that may be
the consequences of such
development trends.
Contributions by policy-makers
and academic observers will
prepare the ground for
debating the dimensions
‘economy’, ‘knowledge and
culture’, ‘environment and
mobility’, ‘quality of life’, and
‘governance’ of this challenge.
Just Another Major Crisis? Geir Lundestad 2008-08-28
In this book some of the
world's leading academic
experts on American-European
relations provide the most up
to date presentations of the
topic available today. The Iraq
War represented a most
the-rise-of-europe

serious challenge to AmericanEuropean relations. Some of
the contributors argue that
NATO, the key of the Atlantic
relationship, has been harmed
beyond repair. The Cold War is
over; America has become
more nationalist than it used to
be; Europe has become more
independent-minded vis-à-vis
the United States. Others
argue that the war was just
another major crisis, like the
many crises that had affected
NATO even in its golden years
during the Cold War. Recently
the relationship has already
improved a great deal; it is
likely to improve even further.
How Europe Made the Modern
World - Jonathan Daly
2019-10-03
"One thousand years ago, a
traveler to Baghdad or the
Chinese capital Kaifeng would
have discovered a vast and
flourishing city of broad
streets, spacious gardens, and
sophisticated urban amenities;
meanwhile, Paris, Rome, and
London were cramped and
unhygienic collections of
villages, and Europe was a
backwater. How, then, did it
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rise to world preeminence over
the next several centuries?
This is the central historical
conundrum of modern times.
How Europe Made the Modern
World draws upon the latest
scholarship in geography,
demography, economics, law,
and the history of technology,
culture, institutions, and
science, as well as other
disciplines, to make sense of
the Great Divergence. It avoids
the twin dangers of
Eurocentrism and antiWesternism, strongly
emphasizing the contributions
of other cultures of the world
to the West's rise, while
rejecting the claim that there
was nothing distinctive about
Europe in the premodern era.
Presenting stimulating
arguments, an insightful
interpretation, and detailed
maps to illuminate key
developments, this book will
inspire students to think
critically and engage in
debates rather than accepting
a single narrative of the rise of
the West. It is an ideal primer
for students studying in
Western Civilization and World
the-rise-of-europe

History courses"-Why Did Europe Conquer
the World? - Philip T. Hoffman
2017-01-24
The startling economic and
political answers behind
Europe's historical dominance
Between 1492 and 1914,
Europeans conquered 84
percent of the globe. But why
did Europe establish global
dominance, when for centuries
the Chinese, Japanese,
Ottomans, and South Asians
were far more advanced? In
Why Did Europe Conquer the
World?, Philip Hoffman
demonstrates that conventional
explanations—such as
geography, epidemic disease,
and the Industrial
Revolution—fail to provide
answers. Arguing instead for
the pivotal role of economic
and political history, Hoffman
shows that if certain variables
had been different, Europe
would have been eclipsed, and
another power could have
become master of the world.
Hoffman sheds light on the two
millennia of economic, political,
and historical changes that set
European states on a
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distinctive path of
development, military rivalry,
and war. This resulted in
astonishingly rapid growth in
Europe's military sector, and
produced an insurmountable
lead in gunpowder technology.
The consequences determined
which states established
colonial empires or ran the
slave trade, and even which
economies were the first to
industrialize. Debunking
traditional arguments, Why Did
Europe Conquer the World?
reveals the startling reasons
behind Europe's historic global
supremacy.
Unequal Europe - Jason
Beckfield 2019-02-18
The Euro-crisis of 2009-2012
vividly demonstrated that
European Union policies
matter for the distribution of
resources within and between
European nation-states.
Throughout the crisis,
distributive conflicts between
the EU's winners and losers
worsened, and are still
reverberating in European
politics today. In Unequal
Europe, Jason Beckfield
demonstrates that there is a
the-rise-of-europe

direct connection between
European integration and the
increase in European income
inequality over the past four
decades. He places the recent
crisis into a broader
sociological, political, and
economic perspective by
analyzing how European
integration has reshaped the
distribution of income across
the households of Europe.
Using individual-and
household-level income survey
data, combined with macrolevel data on social policies,
and case studies of welfare
reforms in EU and non-EU
states, Beckfield shows how
European integration has restratified Europe by
simultaneously drawing
national economies closer
together and increasing
inequality among households.
Explaining how, where, and
why income inequality has
changed in the EU, Unequal
Europe answers the question:
who wins and who loses from
European integration?
The Rise of the West - William
H. McNeill 2009-07-30
The Rise of the West, winner of
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the National Book Award for
history in 1964, is famous for
its ambitious scope and
intellectual rigor. In it, McNeill
challenges the SpenglerToynbee view that a number of
separate civilizations pursued
essentially independent
careers, and argues instead
that human cultures interacted
at every stage of their history.
The author suggests that from
the Neolithic beginnings of
grain agriculture to the present
major social changes in all
parts of the world were
triggered by new or newly
important foreign stimuli, and
he presents a persuasive
narrative of world history to
support this claim. In a
retrospective essay titled "The
Rise of the West after Twentyfive Years," McNeill shows how
his book was shaped by the
time and place in which it was
written (1954-63). He discusses
how historiography
subsequently developed and
suggests how his portrait of the
world's past in The Rise of the
West should be revised to
reflect these changes. "This is
not only the most learned and
the-rise-of-europe

the most intelligent, it is also
the most stimulating and
fascinating book that has ever
set out to recount and explain
the whole history of mankind. .
. . To read it is a great
experience. It leaves echoes to
reverberate, and seeds to
germinate in the mind."—H. R.
Trevor-Roper, New York Times
Book Review
The Rise of the Public in
Enlightenment Europe James Van Horn Melton
2001-09-06
James Melton examines the
rise of the public in 18thcentury Europe. A work of
comparative synthesis focusing
on England, France and the
German-speaking territories,
this a reassessment of what
Habermas termed the
bourgeois public sphere.
The World the Plague Made
- James Belich 2022-07-19
A groundbreaking history of
how the Black Death unleashed
revolutionary change across
the medieval world and
ushered in the modern age In
1346, a catastrophic plague
beset Europe and its
neighbours. The Black Death
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was a human tragedy that
abruptly halved entire
populations and caused untold
suffering, but it also brought
about a cultural and economic
renewal on a scale never
before witnessed. The World
the Plague Made is a
panoramic history of how the
bubonic plague revolutionized
labour, trade, and technology
and set the stage for Europe’s
global expansion. James Belich
takes readers across centuries
and continents to shed new
light on one of history’s
greatest paradoxes. Why did
Europe’s dramatic rise begin in
the wake of the Black Death?
Belich shows how plague
doubled the per capita
endowment of everything even
as it decimated the population.
Many more people had
disposable incomes. Demand
grew for silks, sugar, spices,
furs, gold, and slaves. Europe
expanded to satisfy that
demand—and plague provided
the means. Labour scarcity
drove more use of waterpower,
wind power, and gunpowder.
Technologies like waterpowered blast furnaces, heavily
the-rise-of-europe

gunned galleons, and musketry
were fast-tracked by plague. A
new “crew culture” of
“disposable males” emerged to
man the guns and galleons.
Setting the rise of Western
Europe in global context,
Belich demonstrates how the
mighty empires of the Middle
East and Russia also flourished
after the plague, and how
European expansion was
deeply entangled with the
Chinese and other peoples
throughout the world.
The Rise of Cities in NorthWest Europe - Adriaan Verhulst
1999-10-21
A concise study of large time
frame (fourth-twelfth
centuries) charting the growth
and development of cities in
north-west Europe.
The Rise of Obesity in Europe Derek J. Oddy 2009
Bringing together a range of
case studies from nine
European countries, this book
provides a comprehensive
examination of the transition
from under-nutrition to obesity,
offering the historical context
to these vitally important
contemporary issues.
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The Rise of Unemployment
in Europe - Engelbert
Stockhammer 2004
The author considers the
evolution of the rate of
unemployment. Stockhammer
provides a framework that
compares the features and
implications of the New
Keynesian NAIRU model with
those of the closely related
post Keynesian theory of
conflict inflation.
The Rise of Magic in Early
Medieval Europe - Valerie I. J.
Flint 1991
This is a study of magic in
Western Europe in the early
Middle Ages. Valerie Flint
explores its practice and belief
in Christian society, and
examines the problems raised
by so-called pagan survivals
and superstition. She unravels
the complex processes at work
in the early medieval Christian
church to show how the
rejection of non-Christian
magic came to be tempered by
a more accommodating
attitude: confrontation was
replaced by negotiation, and
certain practices previously
condemned were not merely
the-rise-of-europe

accepted, but actively
encouraged. The forms of
magic which were retained, as
well as those the Church set
out to obliterate, are analyzed.
The superstitions condemned
at the Reformation are shown
to be, in origin, rational and
intelligent concessions
intended to reconcile
coexisting cultures.
The Rise of the Far Right in
Europe - Gabriella Lazaridis
2016-07-04
The results of the last
European Elections of 2014
confirmed the rise of right and
far right 'populist' parties
across the EU. The success of a
range of parties, such as
Denmark’s Dansk Folskeparti,
Slovenia’s Slovenska
demokratska stranka, France’s
Front National, Greece’s
Golden Dawn, the United
Kingdom Independence Party,
Beppe Grillo’s Five Star
Movement in Italy and the
Austrian FPÖ, has been
perceived as a political wave
which is transforming the face
of the European Parliament,
and challenging at some level
the hegemony of the 'big four'
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well-established European
political forces that lead the
Strasbourg’s assembly: the
ALDE, EPP, S&D and
Greens/ALE. As 'populism' has
become a major issue in many
EU countries, this collection
aims to provide a critical
understanding of related
trends and recommend ways in
which they can be challenged
both in policy and praxis, by
using the gender-raceethnicity-sexual orientation
intersectionality approach. This
international volume combines
extensive transnational
comparative data analysis, as
well as research at discursive,
attitudinal and behavioural
levels.
The Rise of Modern Europe The Growth of Big Business
in the United States and
Western Europe, 1850-1939
- Christopher J. Schmitz
1995-09-28
This is the first available
introductory, comparative
account of the rise of giant
business corporations in
America and Europe in the
century before WW2. The book
the-rise-of-europe

discusses the evolution of firms
like Ford, Exxon, Unilever and
Siemens.
Asia Before Europe - K. N.
Chaudhuri 1990
This book explores the dynamic
interaction between economic
life, society and civilisation in
the regions around and beyond
the Indian Ocean during the
period from the rise of Islam to
1750. Within a distinctive
theory of comparative history,
Professor Chaudhuri analyses
how the identity of different
Asian civilisations was
established. He examines the
structural features of food
habits, clothing, architectural
styles and housing; the
different modes of economic
production; and the role of
crop raising, pastoral
nomadism, and industrial
activities for the main regions
of the Indian Ocean. In an
original and perceptive
conclusion, the author
demonstrates how Indian
Ocean societies were united or
separated from one another by
a conscious cultural and
linguistic identity. However,
there was a deeper structure of
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unities created by a common
ecology, technology,
technology of economic
production, traditions of
government, theory of political
obligations and rights, and a
shared historical experience.
His theory enables the author
to show that the real Indian
Ocean was an area that
extended historically from the
Red Sea and the Persian Gulf
to the sea which lies beyond
Japan.
The Rise of the Nation-State in
Europe - Jack L. Schwartzwald
2017-11-07
The 1648 Treaty of Westphalia
marked the emergence of the
nation-state as the dominant
political entity in Europe. This
book traces the development of
the nation-state from its
infancy as a virtual dynastic
possession, through its
incarnation as the embodiment
of the sovereign popular will.
Three sections chronicle the
critical epochs of this
transformation, beginning with
the belief in the "divine right"
of monarchical rule and ending
with the concept that the
people, not their leaders, are
the-rise-of-europe

the heart of a nation--an
enduring political ideal that
remains the basis of the
modern nation-state.
Europe and the Modern
World: The rise of modern
Europe - Louis Reichenthal
Gottschalk 1951
The Rise of the Western World
- Douglass C. North 1973
A radically new interpretation,
offering a unified explanation
for the growth of Western
Europe between 900 A. D. and
1700, provides a general
theoretical framework for
institutional change geared to
the general reader.
Regions, Institutions, and
Agrarian Change in
European History - Rosemary
Lynn Hopcroft 1999
An institutional approach to
agricultural development in
Europe leading to the "Rise of
the West"
The Rise of European
Civilization - Charles
Seignobos 1938
The Next Superpower? Rockwell Anthony Schnabel
2005
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Although Europe cannot yet
challenge America in military
terms, and though the
Europeans themselves are still
debating the structure and size
that their union should assume,
the EU already uses its vast
economic and "soft"
geopolitical power to influence
world events. What does this
reality imply for the United
States? Ambassador Rockwell
A. Schnabel and Francis X.
Rocca take up this complex
question in a detailed,
firsthand analysis of the EU
institutions, their leadership,
and their interaction with the
25 member states. This book
examines how the rise of
Europe will affect U.S.
prosperity and security for
decades to come. Ambassador
Schnabel dispenses with
diplomatic niceties as he
assesses the policies of both
Brussels and Washington.
Schnabel and Rocca offer an
inside look at the people and
issues that will decide whether
the world's most consequential
partnership flourishes or
flounders. Alert to the
economic and geopolitical
the-rise-of-europe

challenges posed by a more
assertive EU, the authors reject
the complacency of those who
see American "unipolarity" as a
license to neglect our allies or
who entertain the illusion that
we can "divide and conquer"
Europe. This book makes clear
why the United States must
work with the EU - or expect
the EU to work against it.
The Rise of Regional Europe Christopher Harvie 2005-06-28
With the acceleration of
European integration, the
traditional defence-based
nation-states are under threat.
The steady transfer of power in
mainland Europe to new,
powerful regional authorities
has started to build up new
forms of intra-European
integration. The author
explores both the good and bad
aspects of the present
European situation, and shows
how setting these in the
context of cultural, economic
and political history
dramatically alters the way in
which we have traditionally
surveyed the European past.
Christopher Harvie's
challenging study argues that
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we are only beginning to
realise the shift in
consciousness, as well as in
politics and administration,
that an integrated Europe will
involve.
The Rise of the Fiscal State in
Europe c.1200-1815 - Richard
Bonney 1999-09-02
In this volume an international
team of scholars builds up a
comprehensive analysis of the
fiscal history of Europe over six
centuries. It forms a
fundamental starting-point for
an understanding of the
distinctiveness of the emerging
European states, and highlights
the issue of fiscal power as an
essential prerequisite for the
development of the modern
state. The study underlines the
importance of technical
developments by the state, its
capacity to innovate, and,
however imperfect the
techniques, the greater detail
and sophistication of
accounting practice towards
the end of the period. New
taxes had been developed, new
wealth had been tapped, new
mechanisms of enforcement
had been established. In
the-rise-of-europe

general, these developments
were made in western Europe;
the lack of progress in some
fiscal systems, especially those
in eastern Europe, is an issue
of historical importance in its
own right and lends particular
significance to the chapters on
Poland and Russia. By the
eighteenth century `mountains
of debt' and high debt-revenue
ratios had become the norm in
western Europe, yet in the east
only Russia was able to adapt
to the western model by 1815.
The capacity of governments to
borrow, and the interaction of
the constraints on borrowing
and the power to tax had
become the real test of the
fiscal powers of the `modern
state' by 1800-15.
The Rise of Magic in Early
Medieval Europe - Valerie
Irene Jane Flint 2020-03-31
"There are forces better
recognized as belonging to
human society than repressed
or left to waste away or growl
about upon its fringes." So
writes Valerie Flint in this
powerful work on magic in
early medieval Europe. Flint
shows how many of the more
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discerning leaders of the early
medieval Church decided to
promote non-Christian
practices originally condemned
as magical--rather than
repressing them or leaving
them to waste away or "growl."
These wise leaders actively and
enthusiastically incorporated
specific kinds of "magic" into
the dominant culture not only
to appease the contemporary
non-Christian opposition but
also to enhance Christianity
itself.
The Rise of Christian
Europe - Hugh Redwald
Trevor-Roper 1967
The Rise of Europe - Daron
Acemoglu 2003
This paper documents that the
Rise of (Western) Europe
between 1500 and 1850 is
largely accounted for by the
growth of European nations
with access to the Atlantic, and
especially by those nations that
engaged in colonialism and
long distance oceanic trade.
Moreover, Atlantic ports grew
much faster than other West
European cities, including
Mediterranean ports. Atlantic
the-rise-of-europe

trade and colonialism affected
Europe both directly, and
indirectly by inducing
institutional changes. In
particular, the growth of New
World, African, and Asian trade
after 1500 strengthened new
segments of the commercial
bourgeoisie, and enabled these
groups to demand, obtain, and
sustain changes in institutions
to protect their property rights.
Furthermore, the most
significant institutional
changes and consequently the
most substantial economic
gains occurred in nations
where existing institutions
placed some checks on the
monarchy and particularly
limited its control of overseas
trading activities, thus enabling
new merchants in these
countries to benefit from
Atlantic trade. Therefore, the
Rise of Europe was largely the
result of capitalist development
driven by the interaction of late
medieval institutions and the
economic opportunities offered
by "Atlantic trade." Keywords:
Capitalism, Economic Growth,
Institutions, Political Economy,
Social Conflict, Trade. JEL
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Classifications: O10, F10, P10,
N13.
Freedom and Growth - Stephan
R. Epstein 2000
This book examines whether
different kinds of 'freedoms'
(absolutist, parliamentary and
republican) caused different
economic outcomes, and shows
the effect of different political
regimes on long term
development.
The Rise of European
Liberalism; An Essay in
Interpretation - Harold J. Laski
2005
This Book, A Classic By One Of
The Outstanding Political
Scientists Of The Twentieth
Century Seeks To Take
Account Of The Factors
Through Which Liberalism, The
Guiding Doctrine Of Western
Civilization Emerged As A New
Ideology To Meet The Needs Of
A New World In Which Status
Was Replaced By Contract As
The Judicial Foundation Of
Society, Science Began To
Replace Religion As The
Controlling Factor In Giving
Shape To The Ideas Of
Humanity.Liberalism Was
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Synonymous Of Freedom Since
It Emerged As The Foe Of
Privilege Conferred By Virtue
Of Birth Or Creed. However,
The Freedom It Sought Had No
Universality, Since Its Practice
Was Limited To Men Who Had
Property To Defend. Liberalism
Tried To Discover A System Of
Fundamental Rights, Which
The State Is Not Entitled To
Invade; However, It Turned
Out To Be More Urgent And
More Ingenious In Exerting
Them To Defend The Interests
Of Property Than To Protect
The Interest Of Propertyless.
As Soon As It Sought To Effect
Fundamental Transformation
Of Institutions Whose Habits It
Was Supposed To Inform, It
Found That It Was The
Prisoner Of The End, It Was
Destined To Serve. Soon The
Liberal Spirit Was Vandalized
And What Ensued Was War
And Devastation, Ironically In
The Name Of Saving That Very
Spirit.Although Written In
1936, This Work Appears
Equally Relevant Today As It
Helps To Understand The
Difficulties Of Our Time.
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